
Energy Market Information Exchange Technical Committee
Minutes for Thursday, 11 March 2010, 11:00am EDT

Agenda:
1. Call to Order (Bill)
2. Roll Call (Anne)
3. Approve Minutes of prior meetings

February 11:
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/36562/EMIX_20100211_Minutes.pdf 
February 25:
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/36685/EMIX_20100225_Minutes.pdf 

4. Review Action Items
5. Use Case Registry (Anne)
6. Review of EMIX Working Draft 03

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/36805/emix-1%200-spec-wd-03.pdf
7. Review of new action items (Chairs)
8. Adjourn

Attendees:  Member / Company (* = voting)

Timothy Bennett  Drummond Group Inc.
Toby Considine* University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
William Cox* Cox Software Architects LLC
Girish Ghatikar* Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Anne Hendry* Individual
David Holmberg* NIST
Perry Krol * TIBCO Software Inc.
Alex Levinson* Lockheed Martin
Jeremy Roberts* LonMark International
Pornsak Songkakul Siemens AG

Minutes:

1. Call to Order
Bill C: Call to order.

2. Roll Call
Anne H: Roll
Voting Members: 8 of 11 (72%)
Members: 10 of 42 (23%) 
Meeting achieved quorum.

3. Approve Minutes of 2010-02-11 and 2010-02-25 meetings

Alex L: Move to approve minutes.  Toby C: Second.  Bill C: Objections/discussion? None.
Minutes of Feb 11th and Feb 25th approved.

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/36805/emix-1%200-spec-wd-03.pdf


4. Open Action Items Review

#005 Develop white paper draft on pricing structure/model  Derek L
         No update this week.
#006 Send examples for energy 'shadow price' (and any other related pricing).   Ed C. 
         Will send.
#007 Update spec: 'Required Elements Table', 'schedule' element,
         replace reference to iCalendar with RFC number.  Bill C.
         Will put into next revision.
#008 Continue thread on email alias from 28 Jan meeting discussion on location David S.
         No update this week.
#009 Update Spec from recent discussion and decisions.  Bill C.
         Done.  Bill will close.

5. Use Case Registry

Bill C:
We have discussed many use cases so it's time to gather them together to inform our discussions. 
Have proposed a spreadsheet format.

Anne H: 
We've begun capturing use cases that come our of our meeting discussions.  This is to have them 
documented in a way we can refer to and utilize for our work.  We may need to review whether they 
are EI or EMIX.  For now, just a few, so need to continue to populate.  This will enable us to build 
solutions that take user requirements into account.  We have some sprinkled throughout our meeting 
minutes, and I will try to go back and capture, but best if sent to list again designated as use cases, 
or refer to documents that have relevant use case descriptions.  See registry (spreadsheet) link in 
agenda.  Will keep updating.  Could add Open ADR use cases as well.

Bill C: 
Send use cases, we'll collect, then we will decide if appropriate to EI or EMIX.  Better to have 
everything here in one place, formally represented; then we can have an analysis.

ACTION: For each TC member, send relevant use cases to list with reference and why it's relevant.

6. Review of working draft 03

Bill C: Have many many changes after reviewing minutes and chat notes.  Restructured, creating 3 
major sections.  2 need to be populated.  Other changes throughout.

ACTION:  Bill C. deal with transactional nature of the list in line 90.  Taken from recent discussion 
of 'what has to be on envelope'; 'list cardinality' -- no longer think it's important.

ACTION: Bill C. include rationale for 2.2.2 lines 96-97.



Q&A:
Toby C:  
Concerned about "TYPE" in 'Required Elements in Outermost Envelope' table on page 8. Is it really 
an undefined amalgam of 3 more useful parameters?  Would be happier if we left all of the derived 
descriptive elements off  of the "envelope".  We don't want to support non-contiguous tuples in the 
same EMIX.  The envelope should be as close as we can to a transaction only fungible model.
ACTION: Toby send to list thoughts on what should/shouldn't be on outside of envelope.
Tim B:
Regarding element PRICE: as part of smart grid demo project using transactive control pricing 
model, don't use the term 'price' because a dollar value of a price means something different than at
the public utility level.  They use something more generic, such as value.  Is this price the generic 
term?  It does have a connotation.
Toby C:
Might want to distinguish between different aspects of PRICE.  Price is an understood term. Value is 
less defined. Value may be negative, price is the transaction (ie. the value of tomatoes at 12:03 is 
negative because market closes at 12:00, but price is what someone chooses to pay.  We either pay 
more price than value, or less price than value.  Value is personal, price is economic.
Bill C:
CIM for transactions calls it 'Price'.
Dave H:
Could use more explanation on tables -- Table 1 is required constraints, only those elements that 
have consensus?  And these are required on the outside of the envelope?
Bill C:
Yes, as with everything in table 2, if it's there, it appears on the envelope; in uml these are optional 
elements (minoccurs = 0).
Dave H:
Column 3 doesn't do justice to what you're trying to communicate.
ACTION: Dave H send clarification on issues with Column 3 information/explanation clarity/use.
Toby C: 
Type of energy products?  An assumed list of multiple variables that changes in multiple places:
how fast, how long provided?  Traditional buildings are becoming voltage regulators.  Intent is not 
that this be a DR thing, but that I can respond in 3 MS.  Those are different kinds of DR
That's what makes voltage regulation -- response time.  Lists from various ISOs -- if offering 
voltage regulation must respond in this timeframe.
ACTION: Toby send “type of energy” discussion to list.
ACTION: All please respond to list with comments.

     
7. Review of new action items
     

ACTION: For each TC member, send relevant use cases to list with reference and why it's relevant.
ACTION:  Bill C. deal with transactional nature of the list in line 90.
ACTION: Bill C. include rationale for 2.2.2 lines 96-97.
ACTION: Dave H send clarification on issues with Column 3 “In Product List” clarity/use.
ACTION: Toby send “type of energy” discussion to list.

8. Adjourn

Pornsak S. Move to adjourn; Toby C. second; no discussion, no objections.
Adjourn: 12:17 ET


